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Short Paper

Intrinsic Wrench Estimation and Its Performance Index
for Multisegment Continuum Robots

Kai Xu and Nabil Simaan

Abstract—This paper presents the intrinsic capability of full-wrench
estimation of multisegment continuum robots with multiple flexible back-
bones. Intrinsic-full-wrench estimation refers to the ability of continuum
robots to also serve as force and moment sensors by using measurements of
axial loads on their backbones. This end-effector-as-sensor approach ful-
fills the rapidly increasing needs for miniature-robotic-surgical tools with
haptic sensing ability subject to various limitations, such as size, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) compatibility, sterilizability, etc. A performance
index for the intrinsic wrench-sensing capability is introduced and eval-
uated to show how this index can serve as a design guide for continuum
robots that provide force sensing.

Index Terms—Continuum robots, force sensing, haptic feedback, per-
formance index, surgical assistant.

I. INTRODUCTION

In robot-assisted surgery, force feedback has been shown to be an
important factor for improved patient safety, precise manipulation,
grasping or palpation of soft organs, and for improved transparency in
master/slave teleoperation [1]–[5]. Hence, recent works have focused
on providing surgical tools with force-sensing capabilities [6]–[10] by
designing miniature force sensors to be placed at the distal end of sur-
gical devices or by using joint-level information to quantify the applied
forces.

Placing a dedicated multiaxis force sensor at the tip of surgical end-
effectors offers a direct measurement of the interaction forces. How-
ever, increasing demands for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) com-
patibility, sterilizability, and miniaturization of surgical end-effectors
limit this approach. This paper answers the need for down-scalable
surgical devices with force-sensing capability but with no end-effector
force sensors. This type of wrench sensing using joint-level informa-
tion is hereby referred to as intrinsic wrench sensing. According to
this approach, the entire robot is used as a multiaxis force sensor by
measuring active joint forces via load cells. This end-effector-as-sensor
approach offers practical advantages such as reduced fabrication com-
plexity, increased reliability, sterilizability, MRI compatibility, further
miniaturization, etc.
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Fig. 1. A 7.5-mm continuum robot with three segments.

An attempt for this end-effector-as-sensor approach was presented
in [11]. However, concerns about actual implementation were not an-
swered until a preliminary study in [12] presented a new type of multi-
backbone continuum robots with the intrinsic-force-sensing capability.
This force-sensing capability was attributed to a large magnification
of the external forces when transformed into joint loads. A similar ap-
proach was presented in [13] using a nearly singular Stewart/Gough
platform. The difference between the approaches given in [12] and [13],
respectively, is that the force-magnification property in [12] is relatively
consistent across the workspace—not just for poses near singularities.

Contribution: This paper extends the intrinsic-force-sensing algo-
rithm for single-segment continuum robots, which is presented in [12],
to full-wrench estimation for multisegment continuum robots. The
paper also introduces a performance index for the intrinsic wrench-
sensing capability. This index is derived and compared with a well-
accepted evaluation index for load-cell designs as in [14]–[16]. This
performance index is used for synthesis of continuum robots with
intrinsic-force sensing.

II. NOMENCLATURE AND KINEMATICS MODELING

Both the actual structure and the computer-aided design (CAD)
model of a 7.5-mm three-segment continuum robot and its actuation
unit are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the actual experimental ap-
paratus, while the CAD model shows only one third of the actuation
unit for improved visualization. This design is inspired by the works
of Hirose [17] and Gravagne and Walker [18], [19].

This continuum robot has three segments, which are numbered from
the proximal to the distal end (where proximity is measured with respect
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Fig. 2. Kinematics nomenclature for a three-segment continuum robot.

to the base). Each segment consists of four superelastic nickel–titanium
(NiTi) alloy backbones and several disks. One primary backbone (see
Fig. 1©1 ) is centrally located, and three identical secondary backbones
(see Fig. 1©2 ) are equidistant from each other and from the primary
backbone. For each segment, the primary backbone is attached to the
base disk (see Fig. 1©3 ) and the end disk (see Fig. 1©4 ), while the
secondary backbones are only attached to the end disk and can slide in
appropriately toleranced holes in the base disk and in the spacer disks
(see Fig. 1©5 ), respectively. The end disk of the (t-1)th segment acts
as the base disk of the tth segment. In order to minimize friction in
the system, all the spacer disks are made from polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE). Backbones of the first and second segment are concentric NiTi
tubes, while the backbones of the third segment are NiTi beams, which
pass through the backbone tubes of the second segment.

In Fig. 1, each secondary backbone of the three segments is driven
in the push–pull mode by the concentric actuation tubes and rods (see
Fig. 1©6 ). Actuation cantilevers (see Fig. 1©7 ) drive the actuation rods
with load cells Omega-LC703 and Omega-LCFA (see Fig. 1©8 ), which
measure the actuation forces. The actuation cantilevers are supported
on linear ball bearings and can slide freely along the actuation rails.
Motorized lead screw actuators (see Fig. 1©9 ) drive these actuation
cantilevers. All the actuation components and load cells were designed
to be sufficiently rigid to render their deformation negligible.

Each segment provides two degrees-of-freedom (DOF) bending mo-
tion through simultaneous actuation of its three secondary backbones,
and 6-DOF motion is achieved by three serially connected segments.

A. Nomenclature

The three segments of the continuum robot are structurally similar.
Fig. 2(a) shows one segment of the continuum robot, while Table I
presents the nomenclature. The following coordinate systems are de-
fined for the tth segment:

1) base disk coordinate system (BDS) {bt} ≡ {x̂tb , ŷtb , ẑtb};
2) bending plane coordinate system (BPS) {ct} ≡ {x̂tc , ŷtc , ẑtc};
3) end disk coordinate system (EDS) {et} ≡ {x̂te , ŷte , ẑte};
4) gripper coordinate system (GCS) {gt} ≡ {x̂tg , ŷtg , ẑtg }.

TABLE I
NOMENCLATURE USED IN THIS PAPER

Definitions of {bt}, {ct}, {et}, and {gt} are identical to the defini-
tions of the BDS, BPS, EDS, and GCS coordinates from [12], except
that a subscript t is added to distinguish different segments.

B. Kinematics for One Segment

The kinematics of the single-segment continuum robots was ad-
dressed in [12] and [19]–[22], respectively, in which the bending shape
of the continuum robot was assumed to be circular. For complete-
ness, the kinematics are summarized here, based on [12] and [21],
respectively.

For the tth segment of an n-segment continuum robot, the instanta-
neous direct kinematics from the configuration space to the twist space
is then given by

ẋt = Jtxψ ψ̇t . (1)

The inverse kinematics and the instantaneous inverse kinematics
from the configuration space to the joint space are given, respectively,
as the following:

Lti = Lt + qti = Lt + r cos (δti ) (θtL − θ0 ) , i = 1, 2, 3 (2)

q̇t = Jtqψ ψ̇t . (3)
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where the analytic expressions of Jtxψ and Jtqψ have been given by
(6) and (9), respectively, in [12].

The rotation matrix b t Rg t , which associates different coordinate
systems can be written as follows:

b t Rg t = Rot(ẑtb ,−δt )Rot(ŷtc , θ0 − θtL )Rot(ẑte , δt ) (4)

where Rot(n̂, φ) designates rotation about n̂ by φ.

C. Kinematics for Stacked Segments

Figs. 1 and 2 show that segments can be stacked to form a robot with
more degrees of freedom. If the numbering for secondary backbones
is consistent for adjacent segments, {gt} is identical to {bt+1}, e.g.,
b t Rg t = b t Rb t + 1 .

For an n-segment continuum robot, the configuration can be charac-
terized by ψ(n ) , and its kinematics can be obtained by deriving linear
and angular velocities of the end disk using Jtxψ , t = 1, 2, . . . , n. For
n = 2 and n = 3, the Jacobian matrices are given by

b1 ẋ = J2x ψ̇(2) = J2x [ ψ̇T
1 ψ̇T

2 ]T (5)

J2x =

[
J1vψ −

(
b1p2

)∧
J1ωψ

b1Rb2 J2vψ

J1ωψ
b1Rb2 J2ωψ

]
(6)

where Jtvψ and Jtωψ are the translation and orientation Jacobian
matrices given by the top and the bottom three rows of Jtxψ , b1p2 =
b1Rb2

b2 p2 , and (p)∧ is the skew-symmetric matrix of a vector p

b1 ẋ = J3x ψ̇(3) = J3x [ ψ̇T
1 ψ̇T

2 ψ̇T
3 ]T (7)

J3x =

[ T1
b1Rb2 T2

b1Rb3 J3vψ

J1ωψ
b1Rb2 J2ωψ

b1Rb3 J3ωψ

]
(8)

where T1 = J1vψ − (b1p2 + b1p3 )∧J1ωψ , T2 = J2vψ − (b2 p3 )∧

J2ωψ , b2 p3 = b2 Rb3
b3 p3 , b1Rb3 = b1Rb2

b2 Rb3 , and b1p3 =
b1Rb3

b3 p3 , respectively.
The augmented vector of the joint rates q̇(n ) is related to ψ̇(n ) as

follows:

q̇(n ) = Jn q ψ̇(n ) . (9)

The actuation unit in Fig. 1 needs the actuators of the second and
third segments to move synchronously with those of the first segment.
Taking this coupling effect into consideration, and using Jtqψ , we get
the following results in the coupled Jacobian Jn q :

Jn q =




J1qψ 03×2 · · · 03×2

J1qψ J2qψ · · · 03×2

...
...

. . .
...

J1qψ J2qψ · · · Jnqψ


 . (10)

III. INTRINSIC WRENCH SENSING AND PERFORMANCE INDEX

A. Statics

The static analysis is based on a virtual-work model. Twisting, ex-
tension of backbones, and friction are neglected by following the same
assumptions as described in [12].

For an n-segment continuum robot, an external wrench We =
[ f T

e mT
e ]T acts on the end disk of the distal (the nth) segment, where fe

indicates the force, and me indicates the moment. This external wrench
perturbs the robot posture (position and orientation, respectively) of the
end disk by∆x. For this pose perturbation, there are corresponding in-
finitesimal changes in the lengths of the secondary backbones of all
its segments ∆q(n ) . The actuation forces on the secondary backbones
of all the segments, which maintain the robot’s static equilibrium are
τ (n ) . The change in the robot’s potential energy ∆E that corresponds
to ∆x is given by

WT
e ∆x + τ T

(n )∆q(n ) = ∆E. (11)

The virtual displacement ∆x is related to ∆ψ(n ) by ∆x =
Jn x∆ψ(n ) , and J3x is presented in (8). ∆q(n ) is related to ∆ψ(n )
by ∆q(n ) = Jn q ∆ψ(n ) .

Then, the virtual work principle is rewritten as in (12). The equi-
librium condition requires the terms associated with each independent
DOF to vanish. The matrix form of this system of linear equations
is given in (13), where ∇E(n ) represents the gradient of the elastic
energy with respect to the configuration perturbation ∆ψ(n ) of one
n-segment continuum robot

WT
e Jn x∆ψ(n ) + τ T

(n )Jn q ∆ψ(n ) = ∇ET
(n )∆ψ(n ) (12)

JT
n q τ (n ) + JT

n xWe = ∇E(n ) . (13)

The total potential energy E(n ) of the n-segment continuum robot
consists of the gravitational potential energy and the elastic potential
energy generated, as in (14), shown at the bottom of the page, where
one segment is approximated as a circular arc with its total mass being
uniformly distributed along its primary backbone, and γ is the average
mass per unit length.

The gradient vector ∇E(n ) can be obtained by taking derivative of
(14) with respect to ψ(n ) . In the actual implemented condition, the
value of ∇E(n ) is obtained numerically.

B. Intrinsic Wrench Sensing

Equation (13) can be rewritten as

JT
n xWe = ∇E(n ) − JT

n q τ (n ) . (15)

It is possible for the continuum robot to sense the wrench We , if
the actuation forces τ (n ) are monitored by the load cells.

There are six unknown components in the external wrench We .
When JT

n x is rank deficient, the general solutions of (15) for the sensed-
wrench Ws can be written as follows:

Ws =
(
JT

n x

)+ (∇E(n ) − JT
n q τ (n )

)
+ Nη (16)

E(n) =
n∑

t=1




∫ Lt

0

EtIt

2

(
dθt

ds

)2

ds +
3∑

i=1

(∫ Lt i

0

EtiIti

2

(
dθt

ds

)2

ds

)

−
∫ Lt

0
γ


 t−1∑

j=1

(
b1pj

)
+ b1pt (s)




T

b1ĝds


 (14)
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where (JT
n x )+ = Jn x (JT

n xJn x )−1 , and N = I − (JT
n x )+ (JT

n x ) is the
null-space projector of JT

n x . The resolution for Ws in (16) depends on
the joint-level information and also on an a priori knowledge as shown
in [12] for a one-segment continuum robot.

When JT
n x is full rank, the general solution of (15) is

Ws =
(
JT

n x

)+ (∇E(n ) − JT
n q τ (n )

)
(17)

where (JT
n x )+ equals (JT

n x )−1 if JT
n x is square; otherwise, (JT

n x )+ =
(Jn xJT

n x )−1Jn x .

C. Performance Index

Not all kinds of robots are suitable for the approach to utilize the
intrinsic wrench sensing. A performance index is needed to evaluate
different robots for the intrinsic wrench-sensing capabilities. In order
to formulate the performance index, an error analysis is first conducted
for the sensing model from (17) as follows:

Ws = A(∇E(n ) − Bτ (n ) ) (18)

Ws + δWs = (A + δA)(∇E(n ) + δ∇E(n )

− (B + δB)(τ (n ) + δτ (n ) )) (19)

where A = (JT
n x )+ , B = JT

n q , and δWs is the wrench-estimation
error, δA, δB, and δ∇E(n ) are system-modeling errors, and δτ (n ) are
measurement errors from robot’s joints.

Equation (20) can be derived by expanding the terms of the right-
hand side in (19), substituting (18), and neglecting the higher order
perturbations (δAδ∇E(n ) , δAδBτ (n ) , δABδτ (n ) , AδBδτ (n ) , and
δAδBδτ (n ) )

δWs = δA∇E(n) + Aδ∇E(n) − δABτ (n) −AδBτ (n) −ABδτ (n)

(20)
where δWs in (20) has both force components and moment compo-
nents, respectively. A projection matrix Λ can be used to normalize
δWs

ΛδWs = Λ(δA∇E(n ) + Aδ∇E(n ) − δABτ (n )

− AδBτ (n ) − ABδτ (n ) ). (21)

Here, Λ is assumed to be I6×6 , since normalizing δWs with a unit
length does not affect the generality of the analysis. When the proposed
theory is applied to a specific robot design or evaluation, normalizing
δWs with a specific characteristic length can be considered.

To quantify the magnitude of this wrench-sensing error, the norm
of δWs needs to be examined. From (20) and according to [23], the
magnitude of the wrench-estimation error ‖δWs‖ can be shown to
have an upper bound as in (22)

‖δWs‖F = ‖δWs‖2 ≤ ‖δA‖F ‖∇E(n )‖F + ‖A‖F ‖δ∇E(n )‖F

+ ‖δAB‖F ‖τ (n )‖F + ‖AδB‖F ‖τ (n )‖F

+ ‖AB‖F ‖δτ (n )‖F (22)

where ‖‖2 is the induced two-norm (Euclidian norm), and ‖‖F is the
Frobenius norm.

There are five terms, which contribute to the upper bound of the
magnitude of the sensing errors. The first four terms depend largely
on ‖δA‖, ‖AδB‖, ‖δAB‖, and ‖δ∇E(n )‖, respectively, which are
all from system-modeling errors; they can be effectively reduced by a
careful system calibration as presented in Section IV.

When fundamental feasibility of intrinsic wrench sensing is studied,
the critical term is ‖AB‖‖δτ (n )‖ since this term will determine how

Fig. 3. Performance index for a three-segment continuum robot when it is
palpating the prostate model. (a) Facing the facade and (b) from the side.

the joint-level transducer errors affect the sensing results. In actual
practices, ‖δτ (n )‖ might not be effectively reduced by simply imple-
menting more expensive load cells, since it will be largely effected by
friction, backlash, preload, mechanical wear, signal noises, etc. For this
reason, ‖AB‖F is selected as the performance index for the robot’s
intrinsic wrench-sensing capability. This performance index χ quan-
tifies an upper bound of the wrench-sensing errors as a result of joint
transducer errors

χContinuum = ‖(JT
n x )+ JT

n q ‖F . (23)

A robot has better wrench-sensing capability if the evaluated index
is smaller.

Related studies in [14]–[16] propose the condition number of cor-
responding sensing matrices as the evaluation indices for multiaxis
sensor designs. Although the presented sensing approach is essentially
treating the entire robot as one force sensor, the approaches in [14]–[16]
are not followed here, since the condition number of (JT

n x )+ JT
n q does

not reward the Frobenius norm, which is more important in bounding
the sensing errors.

D. Simulation Case Study

In order to demonstrate the evaluation of the intrinsic wrench-
sensing-performance index of a three-segment continuum robot in a
realistic scenario, a simulation is conducted, where the robot palpates
the upper surface of a digitized life-size prostate model. This prostate
model (50× 40× 16 mm) was from GPI Anatomicals, Inc., Kennesaw,
GA. The performance index is evaluated, when the attached probe
touches the surface at predefined palpation points, while the palpation
direction is the same as the surface normal at the palpation point.

Fig. 3 and multimedia extension I show the results of the simulation.
In Fig. 3(a), the continuum robot is placed exactly above the prostate
model. The performance index throughout the scanned surface varies
from 0.23 to 0.76. In Fig. 3(b), the continuum robot approaches the
prostate from the side, and the performance index varies from 0.21
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE THREE-SEGMENT CONTINUUM ROBOT

AS DESCRIBED IN FIG. 1

Fig. 4. Performance index (a) over configuration space for a one-segment
robot (b) as design parameters vary.

to 0.73. Under both situations, an index value of 0.2 means that the
errors from the joints measurements will be reduced five times when
the external wrench is estimated. In other words, joint load cells with a
resolution of 5 g can generate sensing results with a resolution of 1 g.
The numerical values of the continuum robot can be found in Table II.

E. Robot Synthesis Using Performance Index

Performance index from (23) can also be applied in robot synthesis.
For simplicity and with no loss of generality, a one-segment continuum
robot will be considered.

To design a one-segment robot, there are two main parameters: L1

and r. The performance index for a one-segment robot is presented in
(24), shown below, and its evaluation over the configuration space is
plotted in Fig. 4(a)

χContinuum = ‖(JT
1x )+ JT

1q ‖F = ‖(JT
1xψ )+ JT

1qψ‖F (24)

where J1xψ and J1qψ are from (6) and (9), respectively, in [12].
Results from Fig. 4(a) show that the performance index for a one-

segment robot mainly depends on θ1L . This can be intuitively explained
by the fact that the performance index is fundamentally derived from
formulation of the total potential energy (both gravitational and elastic,
respectively). This total energy depends more on θ1L value than on δ1

value.
By virtue of the qualitative analysis reported in Fig. 4(a), the perfor-

mance index is then evaluated for different L1 /r ratios as θ1L varies.
δ1 is set zero since it does not affect the performance index signif-
icantly. r is a coefficient for J1qψ , and it is linearly proportional to
the performance index value. This is another reason why the condition
number is not selected as the performance index. Otherwise, the design
parameter r would have no contribution to the performance evaluation
at all.

From Fig. 4(b), L1 /r ratio is inversely proportional to the
performance index. In other words, a slimmer robot will have bet-
ter wrench-sensing capability. This figure can be used as a design

Fig. 5. Experimental setup for the intrinsic wrench sensing.

chart for designers to quickly determine the initial design parameters.
To obtain better wrench-sensing capability for a one-segment robot,
a larger L1 /r value is preferred. However, the determination of the
actual values should also take other considerations into account, such
as workspace, strength limits of the backbones, stiffness, etc.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CORRECTIONS FOR THE MODELING

The model presented in the previous sections assumes a perfectly
circular-bending shape of each segment. In [12], this assumption was
validated experimentally, and necessary correction factors that account
for shape discrepancy between the ideal model and the actual shape of
each segment were proposed. The correction factors were applied to
correct the kinematics and the wrench-sensing models.

This experimental validation and correction process involves digi-
tizing the shape of each segment using computer vision, as detailed
in [12]. Results of the presented three-segment continuum robot are
summarized as follows.

1) No correction is required on Jtxψ .
2) Jtqψ needs to be corrected because the ideal shape of the sec-

ondary backbone is different from its actual shape under the
push–pull actuation. Compensated Lti values lead to corrected
Jtqψ value from (26) and updated ∇Et value from (14) using
(25)

Lti = Lt + qti = Lt + r cos(δti )(κt θtL − θtc ) (25)

Jtqψ = r


κt cos(δt1 ) −(κt θtL − θtc ) sin(δt1 )

κt cos(δt2 ) −(κt θtL − θtc ) sin(δt2 )

κt cos(δt3 ) −(κt θtL − θtc ) sin(δt3 )


 (26)

where κt and θtc are both correction parameters for the tth segment of
the robot. The numerical values of κt and θtc are listed in Table II.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To validate the proposed wrench-sensing model, two experiments
are set up. In the first experiment, calibration weights were used to
quantify the sensing errors from the continuum robot. In the second
experiment, the robot was used to detect the stiffness of a clinical-
prostate model with realistic pathologic conditions.

A. Experiment I: Sense Wrenches Applied at the End Disk

Fig. 5 shows the first experimental setup. A Kevlar thread was at-
tached to the tip of a 25-mm-long probe fixed to the end disk of the third
segment of the robot. The Kevlar thread passed through a frictionless
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

pulley, which was mounted to an aluminum frame. Two markers (with
each marker weighing 0.08 g) were aligned with the Kevlar thread
to measure the direction of the applied force using an optical tracker.
When the force is applied, the force magnitude equaled to the applied
weight; the force direction was calculated from the positions of the two
markers. The applied moment depended on the actual positions of the
robot’s end disk as well as the probe’s tip. These two positions were
read by pointing a handheld tool at these two points.

The robot was bent to different configurations. Under each con-
figuration, known wrenches (forces and moments, respectively) were
applied to the robot. The magnitude of applied forces varied from 15
to 45 g in increments of 10 g. The actuation forces on the secondary
backbones were monitored using Omega LC703 and LCFA load cells
coupled with a 12-bit A/D at ±0.01-V measurement range. This exper-
imental setup allowed a measurement resolution of ±0.5 g. Since there
may be some friction in the joints, the actual resolution is estimated to
be about ±10 g.

The wrench-sensing results are listed in Table III, where the actual
values are in the gray-shaded cells, and the sensed components are in
the white cells. Among the error values, for the force components, the
average-sensing error was −0.35 g with a standard deviation of 0.94 g;
for the moment components, the average-sensing error was 0.11 mN·m
with a standard deviation of 1.70 mN·m. We note that there is an outlier
in column 4 row 10. It might be due to an unlogged disturbance to the
basket for the applied weights.

B. Experiment II: Detect Stiffness of Prostate Models

A life-size prostate model with a realistic pathological condition was
registered with respect to the three-segment continuum robot using
a handheld tool with the optical tracker, as shown in Fig. 6. This

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for stiffness detection of prostate model.
(a) Life-size prostate with hard nodule, which indicates the possibility of cancer.
(b) Detected stiffness map of the prostate model.

prostate model is used for training physicians to detect pathological
conditions by palpation. The prostate model used had a hard nodule
below the surface of the right lobe, which indicates the possibility of
cancer; see Fig. 6(a). The continuum robot probed the upper surface
of the prostate model to detect the surface stiffness. The probing depth
was 0.5 mm, and the surface was scanned by following the trajectory
generated in the simulation presented in Section III-D. The stiffness
value on a probed point was calculated as the ratio of resistance force
over the probed depth. The resistance force was calculated using the
wrench-sensing equation (17). Using the calculated stiffness value, the
model of the prostate was reconstructed in Fig. 6(b). Two regions in
the bottom-right portion of the model with higher surface stiffness
were detected. These results agreed with the pathological condition
mimicked by this prostate-training model. Multimedia extension II
shows this experiment.

VI. CONCLUSION

Force sensing can help the surgical tools to improve safety in robot-
assisted surgeries. An alternative approach of intrinsic wrench sensing
was explored in this paper. According to this approach, axial loads
on the backbones of a multisegment continuum robot were used to
generate estimates of an unknown wrench acting at its tip. Thus, this
end-effector-as-sensor approach fulfills the rapidly increasing needs
for miniature tools with a force-sensing ability subject to various limi-
tations, such as size, cost, MRI compatibility, and sterilizability.

A performance index that quantifies the quality of intrinsic wrench
sensing for a given robot was presented. The importance of this per-
formance index was demonstrated via a simulation case study for a
three-segment continuum robot. A dimensional simulation showed
that intrinsic force-sensing capability is improved by an increase in
the slenderness of continuum robots. This simulation demonstrated the
importance of this performance index as a design guide for continuum
robots with improved intrinsic force-sensing capability.

Experimental validation of the efficacy of intrinsic force sensing was
carried out on a three-segment continuum robot. The results showed
that for a 6-D external wrench, the force components of the sensed
wrench had an average error of −0.35 g with a standard deviation
of 0.95 g, while the moment components had an average error of
0.11 mN·m with a standard deviation of 1.70 mN·m. The continuum
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robot was also used to palpate a clinical prostate model. The generated
surface-stiffness map matched the known pathological conditions of
the model. These experimental results suggested a strong potential of
using the continuum robots for surgical applications that require force
feedback in confined spaces.
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An Analytical Continuous-Curvature
Path-Smoothing Algorithm

Kwangjin Yang and Salah Sukkarieh

Abstract—An efficient and analytical continuous-curvature path-
smoothing algorithm, which fits an ordered sequence of waypoints gen-
erated by an obstacle-avoidance path planner, is proposed. The algorithm
is based upon parametric cubic Bézier curves; thus, it is inherently closed-
form in its expression, and the algorithm only requires the maximum cur-
vature to be defined. The algorithm is, thus, computational efficient and
easy to implement. Results show the effectiveness of the analytical algo-
rithm in generating a continuous-curvature path, which satisfies an upper
bound-curvature constraint, and that the path generated requires less con-
trol effort to track and minimizes control-input variability.

Index Terms—Bézier curves, continuous-curvature path, path smooth-
ing, upper bounded curvature constraint.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonholonomic motion planning in an obstacle-strewed environ-
ment is a difficult problem because the planner must simultaneously
consider collision avoidance and nonholonomic constraints. Typical
approaches involve generating a piecewise linear obstacle-free path
using techniques such as A∗, Voronoi diagrams, and probabilistic
roadmaps [1]–[3] and then applying a secondary-smoothing algorithm
over this linear path in order to generate a continuous path for the
vehicle to follow.

The construction of smooth paths has been actively investigated by
the mobile robot community because nonsmooth motions can cause
slippage and overactuation [4]. Several methods have been applied, the
most popular being Dubins curves [5]–[7]. This algorithm computes the
shortest path between two postures in the plane via the concatenation
of line segments and arcs of circles, taking into account the vehicles
maximum rate of change of turn [8]. The Dubins method has been
extended to other more-complex vehicle models but is still limited
to line segments and arcs of circles. Discontinuities still arise at the
junction of the line and arc in a Dubins curve, and these cause tracking
errors. To overcome this problem, two categories of curves are used to
generate a continuous-curvature path [9]. The first categories are those
where the curvature is parameterized by the curve’s arc length, such
as Clothoids [9], [10]. Clothoid pairs provide smooth transitions with
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